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4/1/14 – 06/30/14

1. Issues related to Jobs / Business / the Economy

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and blogger Crystal Paine, the “Money Saving Mom” provided practical 
ways to save money on everyday expenses. She discussed finances and shared the importance of setting financial 
goals. She included material from her book, “Money Saving Mom’s Budget:  Slash Your Spending, Pay Down 
Your Debt, Streamline Your Life, and Save Thousands.”      Aired 
5/16/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

5/21/14 – 20 min live – listeners were invited to call in and share advice on what has helped them in pursuit of 
financial independence. 8 callers contributed to the discussion with Morning Show host Scott Herrold. Aired 9:40 
– 10 am.

2. Women’s Issues 

4/1/14 – Aired a call from a listener who talked about the services she’d received at a women’s resource center for 
women facing unplanned and problematic pregnancy situations and how much they had helped her in a very 
difficult situation. The call resulted in encouragement to support these non-profit organizations that  provide free 
clothing, diapers, formula, as well as free pregnancy tests and ultrasound sonograms to women in need of these 
goods and services. 
The call was 1:30 and aired at 8:40 am. 

4/22/14 – 11 min interview with Francesca Batistelli on the struggles of working moms to balance all of the 
challenges they face on each front.               Aired at 7:35 
& 9:35 am.

5/3/14 – 4 min recorded interview with Author CJ Rapp about some of the struggles women face in  destructive 
thinking patterns and how to grasp healthy self-esteem. It was an empowering message of hope, healing and 
freedom from past personal and emotional baggage that included information from her book, “I Am Says You 
Are.” Aired at 9:40 am.

5/28/14 – 6 min recorded interview with Lori Rose, Director of “Destiny House,” a home for women to stay when 
they make an attempt to break out of Human Trafficking. Aired 10:05 am. 

Weekend Magazine – Authors Erin Davis, Liz Curtis Higgs & Dr. Greg Smalley discussed practical help for 
young moms experiencing post-partum depression. Material was shared from Erin Davis’s book, “Beyond Bath 
Time: Embracing Motherhood as a Sacred Role.”
Aired 6/22/14 at 6 am 55 min 

3. Men’s Issues 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and President of “Family Life” Dennis Rainey discussed the challenges of 
being a father of daughters. He outlined a way for fathers to interview their daughter’s date, with practical advice 
from stories of the 30-40 times Dennis has talked to a young man out on his front porch. He included material 
from his book, “Aggressive Girls, Clueless Boys:  Conversations You Must Have with Your Son,” and “7 
Questions to Ask Your Daughter.”      
Aired 5/12/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of the previous days program, author and President of “Family Life” 
Dennis Rainey discussed the challenges of being a father of daughters. He outlined a way for fathers to interview 
their daughter’s date, with practical advice from stories of the 30-40 times Dennis has talked to a young man out 
on his front porch. He included material from his book, “Aggressive Girls, Clueless Boys:  Conversations You 
Must Have with Your Son,” and “7 Questions to Ask Your Daughter.”       Aired 5/13/14 at 9 
pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and President of “Family Life” Dennis Rainey discussed the challenges of 
being father to your sons. He discussed the growing phenomenon of aggressive girls targeting boys in middle 
school and younger, and urged parents to be proactive about engaging with their young sons by providing them 
with education on sex that will serve them well the rest of their lives.  He included material from his books, 
“Aggressive Girls, Clueless Boys:  Conversations You Must Have with Your Son.”       Aired 
5/22/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of the previous days program, author and President of “Family Life” 
Dennis Rainey continued the discussion on the challenges of being father to your sons. He discussed the growing 
phenomenon of aggressive girls targeting boys in middle school and younger, and urged parents to be proactive 
about engaging with their young sons by providing them with education on sex that will serve them well the rest 
of their lives.  He included material from his books, “Aggressive Girls, Clueless Boys:  Conversations You Must 
Have with Your Son.”      Aired 5/23/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine –  Comedian Dennis Swanberg  and author/psychologist  Dr. Walt Larimore shared some 
funny stories for Father’s Day & discussed the important role Dad plays in the family, giving helpful information 
from Dr. Larimore’s book, “The Good Dad, Becoming the Father You Were Meant To Be Help.”                Aired 
6/8/14 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and the founder of Letters From Dad, Greg Vaughn, encouraged dads to 
answer the question, “If you were to die today, what would your children hold in their hands tomorrow that would 
let them know they were treasures to you?” He gave great advice and insight in how to leave a legacy for your 
children through letters. He included material from his book, “Letters From Dad.”
Aired 6/11/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine – Comedian Dennis Swanberg, Psychologist Dr. Greg Smalley and author Bob Waliszewski 
discussed understanding Dad’s unique role in the family.  They took a humorous  look at life as a first-time dad 
and included an encouraging,  heart-warming message for Father’s Day.            Aired 6/15/14 at 6 am 
55 min 
4. Children’s Issues



4/2/14 – 1:20 min  conversation with James Kilbur, CEO of Comprehensive Cancer and President of the Nevada 
Childhood Cancer Foundation about the challenges families in this situation face and the importance of 
supporting them through community events when possible.   Aired at 10:03 am.

4/4/14 – 6:45 min recorded interview with Leon Patillo, former lead singer of the group “Santana” who now runs 
the ‘SING Foundation,” using music as the catalyst to mentor at-risk youth. He shared stories of the success of 
this approach to helping kids. It aired at 9:25 am.

4/9/14 – :45 sec live call from Victor Jakes of the organization “Foster Connect” with information on the dire 
need as there are children NOW who need to be placed in foster homes. It aired at 10:45 am.

4/10/14 – 20 min – Petra Kaye, representing “Foster Connect,” shared her personal story of adoption and 
discussed the great need for foster families today. The  interview was live and aired at 9:30 am.

5/23/14 – 3 min interview with “Coach Ira” who oversees a community basketball program. He encouraged 
participation in and creation of activities to involve at-risk young people in keeping busy/out of trouble, by 
plugging them into community service projects. Aired at 8:45 am.

Family Life This Week – Hosted by authors and family experts Bob Lepine and Ashley Eskew of Family Life 
Ministries. 
Family Life Ministries is a national organization producing radio programs and conducting seminars across the 
country led by a team of family experts, psychologists, authors and counselors. The radio programs and seminars 
are designed to teach parents how to develop a parenting style that conveys patience & support, and results in a 
home environment of stability and balance where children feel secure, special and are nurtured to be all that their 
potential makes possible.
Airs every Sunday at 5:00 am, 25 min. .

Ongoing, LIVE - JD Smith is the personality on the air Monday – Friday, 10 am to 1 pm. He is the father of 5 
children who came to his family as foster children. He and his wife have adopted 4 of these children and are 
attempting to adopt the 5th. JD works with the Department of Family Services, Fostering So. Nevada and Foster 
Connect, all agencies to assist families in the area of fostering and sometimes adopting children who need stable 
homes. He talks daily about his family and various aspects of entering and navigating the foster and adoptive 
family life both legally and practically.

5. Political/Governmental Issues

5/1/14 – KANN air personalities encouraged listeners to choose and participate in National day of prayer rallies in 
the community. Approx. 15 live mentions were made, of varying length, from 4/28/14 through 5/1/14 between 6 
am and 6 pm on the weekdays. 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a special program “Honoring the Fallen on Memorial Day,” Focus on the Family 
President Jim Daly and co-host John Fuller shared listener-submitted stories of friends and family members who 
gave the ultimate sacrifice to protect the freedoms we enjoy today as Americans.      Aired 5/26/14 at 9 
pm 30 min 
KANN – is committed to providing our listeners with information on current events & information. We are an 
affiliate of the SRN Network News. With live news reporters covering daily news around the globe, we are able 
to deliver the most up-to-the-minute information to our listeners on events that are important to making lifestyle 



choices and decisions. This includes information on the latest political, financial, health and governmental 
developments as they happen, as well as general World events. 

The News schedule is as follows: 

Monday – Friday Saturday Sunday
1 am - 3 min 1 am - 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
6:55 am - 3 min 6 am - 3 min
8 am - 3 min 7 am - 3 min
9 am - 3 min 8am - 3 min
12 pm – 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
1 pm – 3 min 4 pm – 3 min
4 pm – 3 min 6 pm – 3 min
7 pm – 3 min
10 pm – 3 min

6. Parenting & Family Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on bullying, bestselling novelist Frank Peretti discussed the emotional 
pain and damage he endured as a child, and warned parents about the impact bullying can have on a child’s heart 
and mind.
Aired 4/1/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a continuation of the previous days program on bullying, bestselling novelist 
Frank Peretti further discussed the emotional pain and damage he endured as a child, and warned parents about 
the impact bullying can have on a child’s heart and mind.
Aired 4/2/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on “Preparing Your Teen for Life,” Psychologist and author  Dr. Jim 
Burns advises parents on balancing their teenager’s natural desire for freedom with realistic discipline, navigating 
the media landscape, knowing how to handle clothing choices, offering dating advice, and helping them wade 
through the choices presented in today’s culture.            Aired 4/7/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In part 2 of a  program on “Preparing Your Teen for Life,” Psychologist and author  
Dr. Jim Burns advises parents further on balancing their teenager’s natural desire for freedom with realistic 
discipline, navigating the media landscape, knowing how to handle clothing choices, offering dating advice, and 
helping them wade through the choices presented in today’s culture.    Aired 4/8/14 at 9 pm 
30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and President of Focus on the Family Jim Daly talked about being a good 
dad and the importance of being a responsible father as he shared material from his book, “The Good Dad:  
Becoming the Father You Were Meant to Be.”
Aired 4/22/14 at 9 pm 30 min 
FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a continuation of the previous days program author and President of Focus on 
the Family Jim Daly talked further about being a good dad and the importance of being a responsible father as he 
shared material from his book, “The Good Dad:  Becoming the Father You Were Meant to Be.”
Aired 4/23/14 at 9 pm 30 min 



5/14/14 – 10 min recorded interview with singer and television personality Kirk Franklin (American Bible 
Challenge) who talked about the challenges of keeping balance being a good dad and raising happy, well-adjusted 
kids. Aired at 7:35 & 9:35.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and Psychologist Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley discussed how to organize 
your family summer plans while avoiding the common pitfalls of unmet expectations, last minute planning, and 
related issues when plans don’t work out.                        Aired 5/2/14 
at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – A program titled, “Giving Hope to A Child in Foster Care.” Bishop Aaron and 
Mary Blake, along with Royal Family KIDS camp founder Wayne Tesch, told their stories of becoming involved 
in a world they didn’t know existed in foster care, and discussed the many ways to give hope to a child in foster 
care during National Foster Care Awareness Month.                Aired 5/7/14 
at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Melanie Shankle told her story of the blessings, transitions, and challenges 
of becoming a mom, and encouraged new mothers to find joy in the everyday moments. She shared material from 
her book on motherhood, “Sparkly Green Earrings.”            Aired 5/8/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the discussion with author Melanie Shankle who talked about the 
blessings, transitions, and challenges of becoming a mom, and encouraged new mothers to find joy in the 
everyday moments. She shared material from her book on motherhood, “Sparkly Green Earrings.”      
Aired 5/9/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine – Carol Barnier, Erin Davis, Jill Savage, Bob Waliszewski discuss avoiding the comparison 
trap of motherhood.  Help for moms who feel overwhelmed, and an encouraging message for Mother’s Day. 
Material was shared by Jill Savage from her book, “No More Perfect Moms, Learn to Love Your Real Life” and 
by Erin Davis “Beyond Bath Time:  Embracing Motherhood as a Sacred Role.”          Aired 5/11/14 at 6 
am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program offering hope for families dealing with childhood cancer, Chris 
Woodruff, Kerry Zeka, and Andy Dufresne share their family stories of dealing with childhood cancer and the 
encouragement and hope they received through Lighthouse Family Retreats, a seaside resort for families of 
children battling cancer.       Aired 5/14/14 at 9 
pm 30 min          

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program taking a look at video games in today’s culture, media experts Bob 
Hoose, Carl Kerby Jr, and Drew Thorwall described the mainstream culture of video gaming, how video games 
and gamers have changed significantly in just a generation, and ways for parents to help teach their kids to be 
discerning.            Aired 
5/27/14 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a second program taking a look at video games in today’s culture, media experts 
Bob Hoose, Carl Kerby Jr, and Drew Thorwall continued to describe the mainstream culture of video gaming, 
how video games and gamers have changed significantly in just a generation, and ways for parents to help teach 
their kids to be discerning.          Aired 5/28/14 at 9 pm 30 
min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Authors Karen Ehman and Glynnis Whitwer shared creative ideas for celebrating 
with your family throughout the year and emphasize how traditions help to forge family identity. They included 
material from Karen Ehman’s book, “A Life That Says Welcome, Simple Ways to Open Your Heart & Home to 
Others.”
Aired 6/2/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and education expert Cynthia Tobias and Jean Daly described how parents 
can navigate the frustration and challenges of raising strong-willed children.  They explained how couples can get 
on the same page in their parenting approach. Cynthia shared material from her bestseller, “You Can’t Make Me, 
But I Can be Persuaded.”            Aired 6/5/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the previous days program featuring author and education expert Cynthia 
Tobias and Jean Daly described how parents can navigate the frustration and challenges of raising strong-willed 
children.  They explained how couples can get on the same page in their parenting approach. Cynthia shared 
material from her bestseller, “ You Can’t Make Me, But I Can be Persuaded.”            Aired 6/6/14 
at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program about “higher education,” former U.S. Secretary of Education Dr. Bill 
Bennett challenged the common assumption that most high school graduates should get a college education to 
succeed in life. He cautioned parents to consider all the options available before plunging into tremendous debt or 
potentially wasted years in the university experience if your child is wired for something better suited to their 
personal character.           Aired 6/9/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

6/11/14 – 15 min recorded interview with recording artist Plumb who discussed her challenges with finding the 
education that she felt was the most conducive to achieving the best potential in her children and how it ultimately 
led her to establishing a charter school. She discussed various approaches to education and what she’d learned.  

     Aired 7:35 am & 9:35 am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and counselor Ron Deal offered help and hope for stepfamilies, describing 
some of the unique challenges facing stepfamilies and providing encouragement and practical advice to couples in 
a remarriage relationship. He included information from his DVD “The Smart Stepfamily” and his book, “The 
Smart Stepmom, Practical Steps to Help You Thrive!” co-authored with  Laura Petherbridge      Aired 
6/16/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a continuation of the previous days program author and counselor Ron Deal 
offered further help and hope for stepfamilies, describing some of the unique challenges facing stepfamilies and 
providing encouragement and practical advice to couples in a remarriage relationship. He included information 
from his DVD “The Smart Stepfamily” and his book, “The Smart Stepmom, Practical Steps to Help You Thrive!” 



co-authored with  Laura Petherbridge           Aired 6/16/14 at 9 pm 30 
min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Organizational psychologist, management consultant and bestselling author Dr. 
Tim Irwin identified and explained several principles that can help parents become more effective leaders of their 
children.                     Aired 
6/18/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – A continuation of the previous days program with organizational psychologist, 
management consultant and bestselling author Dr. Tim Irwin who further identified and explained  principles that 
can help parents become more effective leaders of their children.          Aired 6/19/14 at 9 pm 30 
min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and blogger Erin MacPherson talked about how moms can more effectively 
handle the challenges of parenting toddlers.              Aired 6/20 /14 at 9 
pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and speaker Kathi Lipp offered parents practical suggestions from her book, 
“21 Ways to Connect With Your Kids” and “I Need Some Help Here! Hope for When Your Kids Don’t Go 
according to Plan.”       
Aired 6/27/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Ongoing, LIVE - JD Smith is the personality on the air Monday – Friday, 10 am to 1 pm. He is the father of 5 
children who came to his family as foster children. He and his wife have adopted 4 of these children and are 
attempting to adopt the 5th. JD works with the Department of Family Services and Foster Connect, agencies to 
assist families in the area of fostering and sometimes adopting children who need stable homes. He talks daily 
about his family and various aspects of entering and navigating the foster and adoptive family life.

7. Marriage

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program titled, “Miscarriage and Infant Loss:  Hope from Devastation,” author 
Teske Drake shared the journey she and her husband underwent through the loss of a newborn and subsequent 
miscarriages, and offered hope to others grieving the loss of a baby. She shared material from her books, “Hope 
for Today, Promises for Tomorrow:  Finding Light Beyond the Shadow of Miscarriage or Infant Loss” and 
“Embracing Hope:  Comfort & Encouragement after Miscarriage.”
Aired 4/9/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the program titled, “Miscarriage and Infant Loss:  Hope from 
Devastation,” in which author Teske Drake shared the journey she and her husband underwent through the loss of 
a newborn and subsequent miscarriages, and offered hope to others grieving the loss of a baby. She shared 
material from her books, “Hope for Today, Promises for Tomorrow:  Finding Light Beyond the Shadow of 
Miscarriage or Infant Loss” and “Embracing Hope:  Comfort & Encouragement after Miscarriage.”
Aired 4/10/14 at 9 pm 30 min 



Weekend Magazine –  Authors Tom and Sandy Ralya discussed why conflict in your marriage can be a very good 
thing and how it can actually bring you closer.
Aired 4/27/14 at 6 am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and Psychologist Larry Crabb helped listeners get to the root of 
disillusionment and disappointment in marriage. He discussed ways to turn our differences into something 
positive that makes a marriage stronger. He used material from his book, “Men and Women:  Enjoying the 
Difference.”
Aired 4/28 /14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the program with author and Psychologist Larry Crabb who helped 
listeners get to the root of disillusionment and disappointment in marriage. He discussed ways to turn our 
differences into something positive that makes a marriage stronger. He used material from his book, “Men and 
Women:  Enjoying the Difference.”
Aired 4/29/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and former pro football coach Tony Dungy and his wife Lauren share An 
honest glimpse into their marriage of more than three decades, illustrating the joys and hardships along the way as 
they talk about building a marriage that lasts. Mr. Dungy shared material from his book, “Uncommon Manhood:  
Secrets to what it means to be a man.”       Aired 5/5/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of a discussion with author and former pro football coach Tony and his wife 
Lauren Dungy who shared an honest glimpse into their marriage of more than three decades, illustrating the joys 
and hardships along the way as they talk about building a marriage that lasts. Mr. Dungy shared material from his 
book, “Uncommon Manhood:  Secrets to what it means to be a man.”           Aired 5/6/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine –  Marriage and family experts and authors Tom and Sandy Ralya, Dr.s Les and Leslie 
Parrott & Bob Waliszewski discussed a better way to work through conflict in your marriage.  They talked about 
how to approach the conflict in a way to produce a stronger relationship, rather than weakening it.                  
Aired 5/18/14 at 6 am 55 min 

Weekend Magazine –  Marriage and family experts and authors Dr.s Les & Leslie Parrott,  Dr. Walt Larimore and 
Bob Waliszewski discussed various aspects of keeping a marriage relationship strong and how different stages of 
a relationship can tell you how strong your marriage is. Material was included from the Parrott’s book, “The 
Good Fight:  How Conflict Can Bring You Closer.”             Aired 5/25/14 at 6 
am 55 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a presentation titled, “Examining My Past for a Better Future,”  author and 
speaker  Louie Giglio used a five-drawer dresser to illustrate the baggage all of us bring to our relationships, 
especially marriage, and encouraged listeners to stop working from past examples and embrace new relationship 
patterns instead.            Aired 5/29/14 at 9 pm 30 
min 



6/9/14 – 20 min recorded interview with Shaunti Feldhan a she talked about marriage and gave advice from her 
book, “The Good News About Marriage.” Aired at 7:35 am & 9:35 am

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author speaker Shaunti Feldhahn offerred insights from research she’s conducted 
on what makes for a happier, more fulfilling marriage.  She also outlined some specific practical ways to develop 
a more fulfilling relationship with your spouse, including material from her book, co-written with her husband 
Jeff, “For Couples Only,” as well as her own book, “The Good News About Marriage.”             

     Aired 6/23/14 at 9 pm 30 min 

Weekend Magazine – A panel of authors and marriage counsellors/experts including Lysa TerKeurst, Lynne 
Thompson, Jill Savage, and Del Tackett discussed the benefits of managing outbursts in marriage and how 
mentoring can be extremely helpful in salvaging a broken marriage when it’s possible to find the right kind of 
help. Material was included from all of their books, including “Unglued: Making Wise Choices in the Midst of 
Raw Emotions by Lysa TerKeurst.        
Aired 6/29/14 at 6 am 55 min 

6/9-26/14 – Provided information and FREE tickets to the Weekend to Remember Family Life Marriage 
Conferences held across America. The DJs informed listeners of the details of some of the upcoming events and 
invited listeners to call the station to win free tickets to the conference location of their choice.    Approx. 40 
mentions (total) of varying length were made on the air live between 6 am and 6pm each day during this period. 
The details and a link for registration were also posted on the station website.

8. Health – Physical and Mental 

4/7/14 – 13 min recorded interview with Author and speaker Perry Nobel on the subject of clinical depression. He 
included information from his book, “Overwhelmed.” Aired at 9:30 am.

4/24/14 – 6 min recorded interview with Chef Phillip Dell on various ways to make cooking more healthy. Aired 
at 8:05 am.  

5/22/14 - 4 min live at 8:05 am. – Chef Philip Dell discussing the importance of a healthy diet, sharing practical 
cooking tips and healthy recipes.  

6/24/14 – 14 min recorded interview with recording artist Danny Gokey who discussed the loss of his wife at a 
very young age and how that led him to establish the outreach, “Sophia’s Heart,” providing grief counseling and 
support to others going through the loss of a loved one. 
Aired at 7:35 am & 9:35 am.

Unshackled – True life stories of men and women who have been addicted to drugs and/or alcohol or have 
struggled with another life-controlling abuse problem and how they overcame the addiction and found a way to 
live free of the hold it had on them. A different person’s life story is dramatized every day. Telephone contact 
information is given so that anyone who wants further assistance can talk to someone and get personal help.



Airs Monday – Friday at 5:30 am. 29 min. 

9. Public Safety / Crime

4/30/14 – 4:25 min recorded interview with Jon Ponder, CEO of Hope For Prisoners on their program to work 
with inmates before and after incarceration to support their efforts to make the changes in their life to re-integrate 
into society and avoid the behaviors that led to their arrest and being sentenced to serve time. He used their 
program of counselling and personal support, which  has seen tremendous success, to encourage support of and 
participation in similar work being done by other organizations as well. Aired at 7:35 & 9:35 am. 


